
 

 

Substance Use Lesson Plan for Students in Grades 9 to 12 
Youth Connections Ottawa – Helpful Refusal Skills 

Learning Outcome: This activity supports youth with possible language they can use when they are offered drugs. 

Skills Taught: Critical thinking, Language to refuse drugs when offered 

Estimated Time: 10 to 15 minutes 

 

Teaching Strategies Resources Special Considerations for COVID-19 

The “Let’s Talk About Drugs” activity allowed you 

to examine the perceptions of your students’ 

about substance use. This activity will give them 

practical strategies of what to do or say if 

someone offers them drugs. 

 Teaching in Person, with Public Health 

Measures in Place: 

Ensure all students have a 2-metre 

distance from each other. 

Ensure students are wearing a mask, 

unless exempt. 

 

Teaching Online: 

This activity can be done as a group 

during a google classroom meeting.  The 

teacher can share their screen with their 

students to capture the ideas of the 

group during the group discussion 

period. 

 

In a group discussion format, have your students 

brainstorm ideas of what they can say if someone 

is offering them drugs. 

Capture the discussion and provide examples of 

your own.  Some examples include: 

1. The “no thanks” technique. Just say no, 

plainly and confidently. Just saying no 

without a lot of arguing and explaining is 

often the best and easiest response. 

2. Suggest a different activity. By thinking of 

something better to do, you are offering 

everyone an “out.” You might be surprised 

who might take you up on it.   

Suggested materials: 

• Flip chart paper, or 

white board, smart 

board or chalk board. 

• Flip chart or white 

board markers or 

chalk. 
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3. Use humour or make a joke. Sometimes a 

witty one-liner or well-timed joke can lighten 

a serious mood and help deflect the 

attention. 

4. Make an excuse or give a reason why you 

cannot. Sometimes backing up the “no” 

with evidence can give it more power. For 

example, you can state a health problem, 

like I am actually allergic or I have asthma. 

If you are in sports, say smoking, drugs, or 

alcohol will interfere with your training. 

Maybe you do not want to because you 

know someone who does and you can see 

how it has harmed their life, or your parents 

will freak out. 

Refer to the Youth Connections Ottawa guide for 

additional responses, key messages, additional 

information and ideas. 

Youth Connections Ottawa 

Guide (Pages 60 to 63) 

 

 

https://www.ottawapublichealth.ca/en/resourcesGeneral/YCO_Implementation_Guide_en_acessible.pdf
https://www.ottawapublichealth.ca/en/resourcesGeneral/YCO_Implementation_Guide_en_acessible.pdf

